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it, is the child's impulse to reply to a deegkapression, and
to endeavour to become master of a situation^ Negative and
positive phases of behaviour alternate with and occasion one
another. The child is continually being impressed with per-
sons or situations which evoke negative self-feeling or even
fear; but the complementary phase is certain to supervene,
usually in his play, when he enacts the part of the person or the
situation which has overawed him.
The complementary nature of these negative and positive
phases was strikingly exhibited in the behaviour of a small boy
well known to the writer. For some obscure reason, in the
presence of a coalheaver he showed every sign of extreme fear
—blanching, crying, and running for protection. His favourite
form of play, however, was to utilize cushions as bags of coal,
delivering them over his head on the knee of any sympathetic
adult. This make-believe was clearly a reply to the situation
in which he played so humiliating a part. The same child was
—taken to the Zoo at the ripe age of three. When brought home
he exhibited a disappointing reticence over his marvellous ex-
periences, but again the reply could be seen in his play for
many months afterward.
This natural rhythm of submission and elation is of great
importance throughout life. We frequently find ourselves in
situations which would be altogether unbearable if we could
make no reply to them: we can, for example, just bear acute
anxiety about a loved one if we can do something to comfort
or help that person. In early childhood this characteristic is
tremendously important, and must be taken into account by
the educator in all his dealings with his pupils. Its application
to teaching is recognized in the well-worn but thoroughly
sound maxim, "No impression without expression."
Perhaps the most outstanding and undeniable way in which
an adult differs from a child is in his sexual maturity. Before
the days of psycho-analysis it would have been maintained that
the young child has no sexuality whatsoever; but now we are
authoritatively informed that it is no longer possible to dtehy
that ^ his sex-life is exceedingly rich and varied in both its
physical and mental aspects, its manifestations resembling those

